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Sanctions can provide an alternative to use of force. To bring about a
change in behavior ( )تغيير بالسلوكor foreign policy of another nation



Sudan is a good case in point. Sanctions are now lifted and no more
designated as a sponsor of terrorism



Deterrence, Prevention, Punishment (Iran JCPOA as an ex)



Preventing the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. UN’s NonProliferation Treaty (NPT) signed in 1968 to prevent the spread of nukes.



NPT established the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEP)( الوكالة
 )الدولية للطاقة الذريةto monitor compliance with NPT terms



Terrorism-Related Sanctions: UNSCR 1267 (1999) for Taliban & Al Qaeda.
Then these sanctions expanded to include ISIL/Daesh.



Following Sept. 11-2001 attacks, UNSCR 1373 (both relate to FATF R 6 to
implement targeted financial sanctions regimes to comply with the United Nations
Security Council Resolutions UNSCRs )
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Evasion Techniques:
1-wire stripping
2- Collusion with
employees
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Figures talk




Global Financial Institutions
Fined USD 35 Billion for
AML, Sanctions & KYC NonCompliance Since 2008
Financial Crisis
Majority of financial
institutions get fined by
international regulators
rather than their own
regulators
(Extraterritoriality risk)

Figures talk






Globally an average of 200
regulatory changes per day
(200/D) resulting in 70,000
per year
No wonder we keep
updating and amending our
manuals and PPs round the
clock
ALARP (As low as
reasonably possible or
practicable) i.e residual risk
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UN prefers Targeted Sanctions against specific person or entity over
comprehensive sanctions against a whole country



US OFAC administers and implements financial sanctions. SDN list-specially
designated Nationals and Blocked persons. This list contains the names and
identifiers of individuals , companies & vessels.



The U.S also has the Bureau of Industry & Security (BIS) within the Dept.of
Commerce. It maintains Denied Persons list who are denied export privileges.



Section 311 of USA PATRIOT Act considering FFI or a jurisdiction as being of
“primary money laundering concern” with the possibility of seizing funds in the
FFI account
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EU implements sanctions issued by UN (directly transposes into law, same for AMLD)
and those issued as Autonomous sanctions by the European Union
EU provides an EU sanctions Map for an overview and guidance of its various
sanctions programs.

حظر وعقوبات بحسب الموضوع

https://www.sanctionsmap.eu/#/main
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ARMS
EXPORT

Asset Freeze
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Unilateral Sanctions to achieve foreign policy objective (Trump vs Ob.)



Magnitsky Act: Impose sanctions on human rights offenders and corrupt
actors. Magnitsky-Style sanctions are mushrooming across Europe



Magnitsky Act: Assets can be frozen and offenders maybe barred from
entering U.S



Comprehensive Sanctions: Aim to prevent all transactions between a
sanctioning country and the sanctioned country including cease of
diplomatic relations (Iran, Cuba). Comprehensive sanctions still allow for
exemptions for humanitarian and medical aid under General License.



Exemptions & Exceptions under licensing program: (استثناءات/)اعفاءات
Sanctions regulations usually contain licensing program which allows
otherwise prohibited transactions to take place under some circumstances
in the form of general licenses and specific licenses. General licenses talk
about exemptions while specific licenses
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Talk about exceptions. For example, pistachios and carpets, wellknown commodities from Iran, used to be under a general license
given their popularity.



Alternatively, a person can request a specific license, or exception,
from the administering agent on a case-by-case basis under certain
limited situations and conditions. These specific licenses allow for
transactions that are otherwise prohibited and must be presented
with the licensed transaction. A request must be submitted for a
specific license from OFAC. (seek approval in BNF country)



Sectoral sanctions (SSI sectoral sanctions identification) or smart
sanctions: target key entities as well as sectors of a country’s
economy. Sectoral sanctions prohibit certain types of transactions
with certain people or entities in the targeted country within a
targeted sector of the economy. (Ukraine/Crimea energy sector)
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Sectoral sanctions first were used against Russia when it illegally annexed
Crimea and Sevastopol. SSI blocked the issuance of new long-term debt
and equity (> 90 days maturity) against state-owned Russian banks, Russian
energy companies, and Russian defense companies, among others.



Example: A letter of credit involving Russian Oil giant Rosneft is allowed
only if “Payment terms” were within 90 days not more . The challenge is that
we are dealing with an entity that is sanctioned only when certain facts
happen & conditions are met.



Sunflower shipment under LC mentioning “any Ukrainian Port” as port of
loading, is so risky; what if it is the sanctioned Sevastopol port!!!



The SSI list is not part of the Specially Designated Nationals (SDN) list.
However, individuals and companies on the SSI list may also appear on the
SDN list. SDN list is very broad, and the SSI Russian sectoral sanctions list
is very narrow.



These are just two of the lists a business must screen its customers
against.
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Civil penalties & criminal punishments even prison



A fine can reach up to $1 mil. & 20 years in prison for the individual



For organizations, sanctions are Strict Liability. Strict liability means the
organization is liable even if it did not intend to violate sanctions



When an organization uncovers a problem with its compliance,
addressing it internally isn’t always enough. Self-disclosure to OFAC
will result in lower fine or no fine at all
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What is considered high risk for AML purposes may not necessarily be considered
high risk for sanctions compliance, and vice versa.



This principle also applies to low risk. One mistake some firms make is using their
AML country risk ratings for their sanctions risk assessment, which can lead to
inaccurate results.



Couple of examples:
Turkey, for example, although it is not highly sanctioned, is known to be an entry
point for foreign fighters, money, and goods passing into Syria, and for financing
terrorism.
Japan, which also is not highly sanctioned, buys Iranian oil, but does not share a
border or a deep cultural relationship with Iran.
In the case of North Korea, the country itself is likely to be a red flag. But many
countries have political and/or economic relationships with sanctioned countries.
Certain provinces of China that border North Korea are high risk for smuggled
money and goods from North Korea. UAE is also a short boat trip from Iran and a
known transshipment point for goods heading to Iran
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Extraterritorial jurisdiction, or “extraterritoriality,” is the ability of a state to
make, apply, and enforce laws, regulations, and other rules of conduct in
respect to persons, property, or activity beyond its territory. The US is the
primary government engaged in applying extraterritoriality to its sanctions
regime



The EU, believing that the practice of extraterritoriality violates international
law, does not allow for the concept of extraterritoriality in relation to the
sanctions restrictions it imposes.



Extraterritorial sanctions mean that “non-US citizens and companies are also
expected to comply with” outside the jurisdiction of the US. These sanctions
are also known as “secondary sanctions” as opposed to “primary sanctions.”
(ex: Lebanese bank which is a FFI processing US dollar clearing to an Iranian bank, can
become a sanctions target although there is no U.S person involved)



What counts is the U.S nexus
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Sanctions are a matter of jurisdiction. Citizens of a country (and permanent
residents) must comply with sanctions regardless of whether they are outside of
their home country. This is true for US, EU, and most other autonomous sanctions.



If a person is on vacation overseas, their country’s sanctions laws still apply.
Conversely, any individual, regardless of citizenship, must comply with the
sanctions law of any country they are in physically (i.e mere presence, Egyptian
tourist in N.Y)



This is a summary of people and entities who must comply with OFAC
regulations:



US citizens and permanent residents wherever located



Companies and other entities organized under US law



All people and organizations, whatever their origin, physically in the United
States;



All branches of US companies and other entities throughout the world (CISCO
Algeria)
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The 50% ownership rule is important in both the United States and
Europe. In the United States, the rule is that when a business or
other organization reviews the ownership of a customer or
prospective customer, if that entity is owned at a 50% level or higher
by a sanctioned individual or entity, it must also be considered
sanctioned. The rule is similar in the EU, but the entity must be
owned at level higher than 50%.



So in U.S ≥ 50 %. In EU >50 %



The challenge is to establish who the owners or controllers are so
that you can then determine whether any of them could be sanctions
targets, and if so, whether they meet the 50% holdings rule.
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Determining ownership for Sanctions Due Diligence (SDD) is different than for
anti-money laundering (AML) requirements, most of which identify a beneficial
owner as one that directly or indirectly owns more than 25% (FATF) of a legal
entity.



In contrast, for SDD, OFAC applies the 50 Percent Rule to legal entity
ownership, whether direct or indirect. That is, if a sanctions target owns 50% or
more of another legal entity, the legal entity is also subject to the sanctions
restrictions—even if it is not itself named as a sanctions target.



This rule does not simply apply to the ownership of a single company; it also
requires that beneficial ownership be based on the total, or aggregate, amount
of shares that sanctions targets own across a corporate structure. This rule
prevents sanctions targets from creating complex corporate structures and
spreading their ownership across the holding structure so they don’t hold more
than 50% of any one corporate entity.



For this reason, it is never enough to simply screen the name of a legal entity
that is your customer. SDD requires verifying whether that customer is part of a
larger structure in which a sanctioned target may, in aggregate, directly or
indirectly hold 50% or more ownership.
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The aggregate ownership of a corporate
structure can be affected by the OFAC rule. If
a company that is an SDN target holds shares
in other companies that together are equal to
or more than 50%, the other companies are
also subject to same sanctions restrictions.
This aggregate rule cascades down: If a
company that is an SDN (Company A) owns
50% or more in another company (Company
B), which holds 50% or more of another
company (Company C), Company C also is
subject to the same sanctions restrictions that
apply to Company A.

Green Cement Holding is sanctioned by OFAC
and has ownership interests: as follows: 25% in
Iron and Steel Co. LLC , 15% in Ready Mix
Trading, & 11% in Tivoli Paints sal. So these 3
entities are subject to same sanctions restrictions
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Be prepared to the overarching impact of secondary sanctions which are here to
stay. Sanctions imposed on non-U.S entities that conduct business with
sanctioned entities.



When contracting with compliance vendors ask for all details about interdiction
systems used. Be specific and don't just say OFAC filtering (i.e, screens SDNs,
consolidated sanctions lists and country programs).



In trade finance business, banks should be able to identify trade parties, nature
and purpose of goods (if dual), ports of loading and discharge, transshipment
routes etc.. to avoid violations of sanctions



Always remember the 50 pct rule states that any entity directly or indirectly
owned by 50 pct or more in the aggregate by one or more sanctioned persons is
considered sanctioned regardless of whether it appears on the OFAC list
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